ReadyNurse has your ideal assignment!

**Dream Opportunities Available**

We have positions available all across the country. Here is a small list of our many opportunities:

1) SUMMER CAMP NURSES - Assignments Nationwide - From One Week To All Summer!
2) PT/OT/SLP - Needs All Over MA, FL, MI, CA, OK, IL, TN, WV, PA, IN, VT, NH, ME, CT, WA, OR, NV, TX, GA, OH, More.
3) OT - Vermont - School System
4) COTA - CT - SNF
5) PT/OT - Home Care, SNF - Philadelphia
6) COTA - RI - School
7) RN/LPNs - Acute Care - Cape Cod
8) RNs - Primary Care - RI, FL
9) OT/PT - Acute Care - Gainesville FL
10) OT - SNF - Dade City & Brooksville FL
11) RNs - Home Care - Need McKesson Exp - Manchester NH Area
12) RNs/LPNs/Aides - Claremont NH
13) PT/OT - SNF - NJ, FL, MA
14) RNs - Schools - NJ, MI, FL, NH, MA, CT, RI
15) RNs - Boston MA Area - Home Care, SNF, Hospice, Med Surg, ER, OR
16) Director of Nursing - AZ, CA, CT, NH, MA, MI, MT, NC, NM, WV
17) Traveling Nurses - All Settings
18) LNHA - AL, CA, KY, MA,
19) Director of Clinical Operations - CO

ReadyNurse also places various other Medical Professionals: from Physical, Occupational & Speech therapists to Doctors & Therapists, Psychologists & Psychiatrists, Pharmacists & Hygienists, Physician Assistants, Nurse Practitioners & Nurses, Hospital and Nursing Home Administrators and many other
disciplines as well!

Again, this is Just a Highlight of our available assignments. If you, or someone you know, are looking to travel, or for Permanent Placement assistance please respond with a resume and ideal situation.

With more than 1,000 healthcare providers across the nation, ReadyNurse manages hundreds of requests every day for healthcare professionals. These connections give you the luxury of choosing the shifts that work best with your schedule and lifestyle. Tell us what you want and we’ll do everything we can to make it happen for you.

Whether you want an extra shift or a new full-time opportunity, we’re available around the clock to give you the help and support you need. Ask us about our Full Benefit Plans and our Top Pay Rates! Share your dreams with ReadyNurse to make them a reality.

Toll Free: (877) 321-1162 x9035
Fax (505) 468-3556
E-Mail: craig.mcgovern@readynurse.com
Website: www.readynurse.com
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